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The Institute for Policy Integrity at New York University School of Law (“Policy
Integrity”)1 submits this brief as amicus curiae in support of Respondents-Defendants, referred
collectively to here as the Public Service Commission (“Commission”).
INTEREST OF AMICUS CURIAE
Policy Integrity is a nonpartisan, not-for-profit think tank dedicated to improving the
quality of government decisionmaking through advocacy and scholarship in the fields of
administrative law, economics, and public policy. An area of special concern for Policy Integrity
is the pricing of externalities—costs of an activity that are imposed on society and that are not
borne by the party engaged in the activity—in the promulgation of state and federal regulations.
Policy Integrity consists of a team of legal and economic experts, trained in the proper scope and
estimation of costs and benefits and the application of economic principles to regulatory
decisionmaking. Our Director, Professor and Dean Emeritus Richard Revesz, as well as our
Energy Policy Director, Dr. Burcin Unel, have published extensively in the areas of environmental
law and energy policy design. Harnessing this academic foundation, Policy Integrity has
participated in numerous state and federal proceedings addressing the external cost to society of
carbon dioxide emissions (referred to here as “carbon emissions”).
This case concerns the Commission’s 2016 decision to establish the Zero Emissions Credit
(“ZEC”) program to compensate certain nuclear power plants for avoiding carbon emissions, as
part of the Clean Energy Standard (see Order Adopting a Clean Energy Standard [“CES”] 19-20
[Aug. 1, 2016] [AR #0302-352-A]). The Commission based the ZEC payments on the Social Cost
of Carbon (“SCC”), an estimate of the cost of the harms from each additional ton of carbon
emissions, which was developed by a group of experts assembled from a dozen federal agencies
1
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and White House offices (the Interagency Working Group (“IWG”)) (see id. at 20). Petitioners
argue that the Commission’s use of the SCC was arbitrary and capricious and that it lacked record
support. Policy Integrity files this amicus curiae brief to rebut these arguments. As Policy Integrity
has argued on numerous occasions, including during the public comment period leading up to the
Clean Energy Standard, the SCC is the best available estimate for calculating the cost of carbon
emissions and can reasonably be used as the basis for any payments designed to internalize the
cost of those emissions.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The Commission’s decision to use the SCC to establish a price for ZECs was reasonable.
This brief will address three of Petitioners’ arguments regarding the SCC.
First, Petitioners’ argument that the Commission misapplied the SCC (Pet’rs’ Mem. of
Law in Supp. of Am. Verified Pet. and Compl.[“Pet’rs’ Mem.”] at 26), has no merit. The SCC is
a tool that can be used across regulatory settings, at the state and federal level, by any agency that
seeks to calculate or assess the impact of a program that will either reduce or increase carbon
emissions and to make payments based on that assessment. The tool was developed by the IWG
(through a lengthy process and after numerous rounds of public comment), to allow any agency to
estimate the monetary damages that would be caused by each new ton of carbon emissions from a
source such as a fossil fuel-fired power plant. The Commission used the tool for exactly that
purpose—to assign a value to the avoided carbon emissions that nuclear generators provide to the
state. And because the Commission sought to compensate nuclear generators for providing that
value, it was reasonable to base the payments on the best scientific and economic estimate of that
value.
Second, Petitioners’ argument that there was insufficient record support for the decision to
use the SCC is incorrect because there were numerous rounds of public comment on the
2

Commission’s ZEC program, during which the public had an opportunity to comment on the
proposal to use the SCC. Moreover, since first proposing the ZEC program, the Commission had
consistently explained that it planned to pay nuclear facilities for avoiding carbon emissions. And
the decision to base those payments on the SCC was a logical extension of the Commission’s
longstanding goal to pay the nuclear facilities for that environmental benefit.
Third, Petitioner’s argument that it was irrational to base the ZEC payments on the SCC
while using a market-based system to set the value of renewable energy credits (“REC”) for
renewable generators, ignores the starkly different regulatory contexts for those two programs.
The Commission provided a rational explanation for creating different programs to address the
different circumstances presented by nuclear and renewable generators.
ARGUMENT
I. The Social Cost of Carbon Is the Best Available Tool for Compensating Generators for
the Value of Avoiding Carbon Emissions
Petitioners argue that the SCC is only meant for “regulatory impact analysis” and that it
was “contrary” to the “established usage of the SCC” for the Commission to base a subsidy on the
SCC (Pet’rs’ Am. Verified Pet. Pursuant to CPLR Art. 78 and Compl. [“Am. Pet.”] ¶¶ 59, 62; see
also Pet’rs’ Mem. at 26). But the Commission adopted the SCC in order to place a value on
avoiding carbon emissions, precisely the type of policymaking that the SCC is designed to
facilitate. And the decision to base ZECs on that value was a reasonable choice.
A. The Commission Properly Used the Social Cost of Carbon to Compensate Nuclear
Generators for the Cost of Additional Carbon Emissions They Avoid
1. The SCC Is an Estimate of the Incremental Damages Caused by Additional
Carbon Emissions
The SCC was calculated by the IWG, which was set up to “estimate [] the monetized
damages associated with an incremental increase in carbon emissions in a given year” based on “a
3

defensible set of input assumptions grounded in the existing scientific and economic literatures”
(Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of Carbon, Technical Support Document: Social Cost
of Carbon for Regulatory Impact Analysis Under Executive Order 12866 at 1-2 [Feb. 2010] [“2010
Technical Support Document”]).2 To conduct the calculations, the IWG used the three most cited,
peer-reviewed models that have been built to connect global and local harms of climate change
(including extreme weather, increased disease, decreased fresh water availability, lost agricultural
productivity, lost property value, and many others) to carbon emissions (see id. at 1, 5).
When carbon is emitted anywhere it can have effects related to storms and extreme weather
that happen close to home (CES at 4-5) as well as spillovers from other countries through “such
pathways as global migration, economic destabilization, and political destabilization.” (Nat’l
Acad. Sci., Eng’g & Med., Valuing Climate Damages: Updating Estimation of the Social Cost of
Carbon Dioxide 9 [2017]). Because of those interactions, “[a]ccurately estimating the damage” of
carbon to the United States requires an examination of damages that occur inside and outside of
the United States (id.; see also Zero Zone, Inc. v Dep’t of Energy, 832 F3d 654, 679 [7th Cir 2016]
[holding that the agency reasonably relied on the IWG’s assessment of local and global damages
of climate change due to the unique characteristics of carbon emissions]).
The SCC allows an agency to assess the impact of programs that will add or avoid as little
as one ton of carbon emissions. The IWG calculated the SCC by running the models to obtain a
baseline scenario, which reflects a business-as-usual world (2010 Technical Support Document at
24). The IWG then added a single additional ton of carbon emissions to the models and reran the
calculation (id). The increase in damage after adding that single additional unit of emissions is the
social cost of carbon (see 2010 Technical Support Document at 24-25; see also Interagency

2
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Working Group on Social Cost of Greenhouse Gases, Technical Support Document: Technical
Update of the Social Cost of Carbon for Regulatory Impact Analysis under Executive Order 12866
[2016] [providing updated estimates] [“2016 Technical Support Document”]).
2. The Commission Appropriately Chose to Base ZEC Payments on the SCC
Because the SCC Helps Internalize the Damages of Carbon Emissions
Petitioners complain that the Commission rejected the plan to value ZECs based on nuclear
plants’ costs calculated through an examination of the plants’ books and records—or what
Petitioners call the “cost of emissions abatement”—and chose instead to use the SCC (Pet’rs’
Mem. of Law in Opp’n to Mot. to Dismiss [“Pet’rs’ Opp. Mem.”] at 16-17). But the Commission’s
technical decision to base the ZEC payments on the SCC was reasonable for two reasons.
First, in establishing the ZEC program, the Commission sought to pay nuclear generators
for the environmental value that they provide by avoiding carbon emissions, so it made sense to
base the price on that environmental value (see Staff White Paper on Clean Energy Standard
[“White Paper”] 30 [Jan. 25, 2016] [AR #0302-81-B]; CES at 19-20, 145). Nuclear generators
emit no carbon when producing electricity (U.S. Dep’t. of Energy, Energy Info. Agency, Nuclear
Power and the Environment, Energy Explained [Jan. 10, 2017] [“Unlike fossil fuel-fired power
plants, nuclear reactors do not produce air pollution or carbon dioxide while operating.”]; CES at
124). Because electricity grid operators must constantly ensure that there is enough electricity
supplied to meet demand, any decrease in generation from nuclear resources must be met with an
increase in generation from other sources (see U.S. Dep’t of Energy, Fed. Energy Regulatory
Comm’n, Energy Primer: A Handbook of Energy Market Basics 54, 59-61 [2015]). And those
generators that would replace nuclear generation generally emit carbon (Appendices to Order
Adopting a Clean Energy Standard [“CES Appendix”], Appendix G at 5 [AR #0302-352-B]). Each
megawatt hour of electricity produced by nuclear generators thus helps avoid carbon emissions by
5

avoiding generation from higher-emitting alternatives. (See CES at 19-20; see also Coal. for
Competitive Elec., Dynegy Inc. v Zibelman, 272 F Supp 3d 554, 561-62 [S.D.N.Y. 2017], appeal
docketed No. 17-2654 [2d Cir Aug. 25, 2017] [describing the goals of the ZEC program].)
Because the Commission sought to compensate nuclear generators for the environmental
benefit of avoided emissions (see CES at 150-51), it was rational to base the program on the actual
benefit provided by those generators. In contrast, a payment formula that was based on a facility’s
anticipated operating costs would not have ensured that the facility received the true value of the
environmental benefits of carbon reduction that the facility provides. Indeed, as Tim Judson,
Executive Director of petitioner Nuclear Information and Resource Service, explained during a
technical conference leading to the adoption of the ZEC program, the ZEC payment formula is
meant to compensate generators for the attribute of “low-carbon generation” and “[i]n that sense”
pegging the payments to the nuclear plant’s costs would not reflect the value of that attribute
(Technical Conference Workshop at 60 [Mar. 9, 2016] [AR #0302-116]). Rather, a better reflection
of the attribute of “low-carbon generation” would be “an independent value” (id.). As explained
in Section I.A.1, supra, the SCC provides just that independent value.
Second, because carbon emissions cause external damages—by imposing costs on third
parties that are not reflected in the transaction—the Commission reasonably chose to internalize
that external cost through the ZEC payments in order to achieve its goal of keeping emissions
down (see CES at 19, 133). When external costs are present, as in the case of carbon emissions,
market actors can continue polluting without taking the costs of the pollution into account, leading
to a socially undesirable level of pollution (N. Gregory Mankiw, Principles of Economics 204 [3rd
ed. 2004]). The way to avoid that outcome and cut back on the polluting activity is to force market
actors to take those external costs into account—or to “internalize the externality” (Id. at 207). The
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most economically efficient way to internalize the externality is to impose an economy-wide
carbon tax (see Lawrence H. Goulder & Ian W. H. Parry, Instrument Choice in Environmental
Policy, 2 Rev. Envtl. Econ. & Pol’y 152, 159 [2008]). Such a policy is technology-neutral and is,
therefore, preferable to technology-specific payments.
But when a carbon tax is not a possibility, one reasonable alternative method for
internalizing the externality is to pay generators that avoid pollution in an amount directly related
to those avoided carbon emissions, as the Commission chose to do here (see Carolyn Fischer &
Richard G. Newell, Environmental and Technology Policies for Climate Mitigation, 55 J. Envtl.
Econ. & Mgmt. 142, 142-43 [2008]; see also CES at 133). In contrast, the proposal to pay an
amount that was based solely on nuclear generators’ costs would not have aligned the program
with the Commission’s goal of paying nuclear plants for the environmental value of avoided
emissions. By definition, the cost or benefit of an externality is not borne by a participant in the
market transaction and so the value of that externality cannot depend on the market revenues of
one of those market participants. The value depends on the amount of damages that the externality
imposes.
And the SCC is the best available estimate for the damages for carbon emissions. Indeed,
in reply to the amicus briefs submitted in support of the Commission’s motion to dismiss,
petitioners appear to concede this point, stating that the SCC “is a reasonable and appropriate way
to internalize the environmental costs associated with carbon emissions” (Pet’r’s Reply to Mot. of
Proposed Amici Submitted by Environmental Defense Fund (“EDF”) and Pace Energy and
Climate Center (“PECC”) at 5 [“Pet’r’s Reply to Amicus”]). In sum, the Commission’s decision
to compensate nuclear generators for avoided emissions helps internalize the external cost of
carbon emissions and so will help efficiently reduce emissions. Moreover, the decision was just
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the sort of technical determination that is best left to the Commission’s expertise. (See N. Y. Tel.
Co. v Pub. Serv. Comm’n of State of N.Y., 95 NY2d 40, 48-49 [2000]; Concord Assocs., L.P. v
Pub. Serv. Comm’n of State of N.Y., 301 AD2d 828, 830 [3d Dep’t 2003].)
B. Numerous States and Federal Agencies Continue to Use the Social Cost of Carbon
to Inform Regulatory Decisions Because it Is the Best Available Estimate
Petitioners also attempt to cast doubt on the Commission’s use of the SCC by claiming that
the SCC is “novel” and “unusual” (Am. Pet. ¶ 103). But the SCC has received substantial scientific
support over several years and remains the best available independent estimate for calculating the
external cost of carbon emissions. In 2016, when the Commission adopted the SCC to price ZEC
payments, the IWG had already updated the estimate multiple times in response to public comment
and expert analysis (see 2016 Technical Support Document at 6-29). Also prior to the
Commission’s decision, in 2014, the U.S. Government Accountability Office had reviewed the
IWG’s methodology and concluded that it had followed a “consensus-based” approach, relied on
peer-reviewed academic literature, disclosed relevant limitations, and adequately planned to
incorporate new information through public comments and updated research (U.S. Gov’t
Accountability Off., GAO-14-663, Regulatory Impact Analysis: Development of Social Cost of
Carbon Estimates 12-20 [2014]).
Indeed, only a few days after the Commission adopted the SCC in August 2016, the
estimate was endorsed in federal court as a reasonable estimate for the costs imposed by carbon
emissions in Zero Zone, Inc. v Dep’t of Energy (832 F3d 654, 677-79 [7th Cir 2016]). Petitioners
are mistaken in arguing that Zero Zone does not support the Commission’s decision here (Pet’rs’
Mem. at 26). That case upheld the Department of Energy’s use of the SCC as a critical input into
a new energy efficiency standard. (Energy Conservation Program: Energy Conservation Standards
for Commercial Refrigeration Equipment, 79 Fed. Reg. 17,726, 17,777 [Mar. 28, 2014].) Similarly
8

here, the Commission used the SCC as an input into the price of payments to nuclear generation
intended to reduce carbon emissions.
Since the Commission’s decision, experts have continued to recommend that agencies rely
on the SCC as the best available estimate of the external cost of greenhouse gases (see Richard
Revesz et al., Best Cost Estimate of Greenhouse Gases, 357 Science 655 [2017]). In 2016 and
2017, the National Academies of Sciences issued two reports that supported the continued use of
the estimates and recommended further improvements to the methodology (Nat’l Acad. Sci., Eng’g
& Med., Valuing Climate Damages: Updating Estimation of the Social Cost of Carbon Dioxide 3
[2017]; Nat’l Acad. Sci., Eng’g & Med., Assessment of Approaches to Updating the Social Cost
of Carbon: Phase 1 Report on a Near-Term Update 1-2 [2016]).
And though the current federal administration recently withdrew the IWG’s technical
support documents (Exec. Order No. 13,783 § 5, 82 Fed. Reg. 16,093, 16,095-96 [Mar. 31, 2017]),
federal agencies have continued to use the SCC, as determined by the IWG, to calculate the
damages associated with additional greenhouse-gas emissions (see e.g., U.S. Dep’t of the Interior,
Bureau of Ocean Energy Mgmt., Draft Envtl. Impact Statement: Liberty Development Project at
3-129, 4-246 to 4-247 [Aug. 2017] [using the SCC to assess the consequences of offshore oil and
gas drilling]; U.S. Dep’t of Energy, Energy Conservation Standards for Walk-In Cooler and
Freezer Refrigeration Systems, 82 Fed. Reg. 31,808, 31,811, 31,856-57 [July 10, 2017] [using the
SCC to assess an energy efficiency regulation]).
Petitioners’ conclusory and unsupported statement that the SCC is only appropriate for
regulatory analysis (Pet’rs Mem. at 26), also ignores the many examples where it had been used
in contexts beyond regulatory analysis in other states. In fact, the SCC has been used in several
similar settings, including for selecting resources in utility resource planning and paying for
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different resources’ environmental attributes. For example:


California has used the SCC to calculate the value of avoided economic damages
associated with a “suite of policies developed to reduce” greenhouse-gas
emissions in the state (California Air Resources Board, The 2017 Climate Change
Scoping Plan Update; The Proposed Strategy for Achieving California’s 2030
Greenhouse Gas Target 60-61 [2017]). And a California Administrative Law
Judge recently recommended that the California Public Utilities Commission use
the SCC as part of its decision tool for determining when utilities must integrate
distributed energy resources (Order Instituting Rulemaking to Create a Consistent
Regulatory Framework for the Guidance, Planning and Evaluation of Integrated
Distributed Energy Resources Rulemaking at 3, att. 1 at 8 [No. 14-10-003] [Cal.
PUC Mar. 14, 2018]).



The Colorado Public Utilities Commission uses the SCC to monetize the value of
reduced emissions when assessing utility investments in new electricity resources
(In the Matter of the Application of Public Service Company of Colorado for
Approval of its 2016 Electric Resource Plan, No. 16A-0396E, at 29-30 [Apr. 28,
2017]).



Maine’s Public Utility Commission uses the SCC to determine the value of
reduced emissions associated with distributed solar energy generation (Maine
Public Utilities Commission, Value of Solar Study at 35 & n.26 [2015]).



The Minnesota Department of Commerce adopted the SCC to set the price paid to
distributed solar energy generation for the value of carbon emissions they avoid
(Minnesota Department of Commerce, Minnesota Value of Solar: Methodology
40 [2014]).



Washington State has adopted the SCC for use by all state agencies when
assessing the cost of carbon emissions associated with public decisions
(Washington Dep’t of Commerce, The Social Cost of Carbon: Washington State
Energy Office Recommendation for Standardizing the Social Cost of Carbon
When Used for Public Decision-Making Processes 2 [2014]).



And, just like New York, Illinois uses the SCC to set the value of avoided
emissions in a program similar to New York’s ZEC program (20 ILCS 3855/175(d-5)(1)(B)(i)).

Indeed, New York has also endorsed the use of the SCC beyond the ZEC context (see
Order Establishing the Benefit Cost Analysis Framework, App. C., Att. B at 1, No. 14-M-0101
[Jan. 21, 2016]; N.Y. Pub. Serv. Comm’n, In the Matter of the Value of Distributed Energy
Resources, No. 15-E-0751 [March 9, 2017]). In sum, as these examples help show, the SCC is the
10

best tool for programs like the Clean Energy Standard because it allows a state to set policy based
on the best available estimate of the value of reduced carbon emissions.
II. The Public Had Substantial Opportunities for Involvement in the Commission’s
Decision to Use of the SCC
Contrary to Petitioners’ argument (Pet. ¶¶ 103, 174), the public had substantial
opportunities for involvement in the decision to use the SCC to set the price of ZEC payments.
Opportunity for public involvement began in early 2016. On January 21, 2016, the Commission
explained that it was considering making payments to nuclear generators for their zero-emissions
generation in order to “preserve the emissions gains made by the State,” which would otherwise
be lost if the nuclear generators ceased operation (Order Expanding Scope of Proceeding and
Seeking Comments at 5 [Jan. 21, 2016] [AR #0302-80]).
A week later, the Commission explained in its White Paper that it was seeking to provide
payments to compensate nuclear facilities for the “appropriate and fair value of the environmental
attributes” of nuclear generation (White Paper at 32-33). At the time, the Commission proposed to
make payments based on the “difference between the anticipated operating costs of the units and
forecasted wholesale prices” (Id. at 32). But the Commission then opened that proposal up for
several months of public comment, accepting both opening comments and reply comments and
later allowing comments on a revised proposal.
Given that the Commission’s stated goal at the outset was to compensate nuclear generators
for the carbon emissions they avoid, Policy Integrity recommended during the initial public
comment period that the Commission use the SCC to value the avoided carbon emissions that
nuclear plants provide (Institute for Policy Integrity, Comments on Staff White Paper on Clean
Energy Standard [April 22, 2016] [AR #0302-141]). After those initial comments were submitted,
all members of the public received an additional opportunity to submit reply comments and several
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parties replied to Policy Integrity’s recommendation that the Commission use the SCC as the basis
of the ZEC payments. For example, Constellation Energy Nuclear Group, LLC submitted reply
comments citing Policy Integrity’s initial comments and arguing that the ZEC price should be set
using the SCC (AR #0302-224-B). One of the Petitioners similarly argued in reply comments that,
if the purpose of the program is to avoid carbon emissions, the payments should be based on the
cost of carbon (AR #0302-209).
In July 2016, the Commission adjusted its proposal in response to these comments and
adopted the suggestion that ZEC payments be based on the SCC. After an additional public
comment period (AR #0302-318), the Commission finalized the plan and made the reasonable
judgment to adopt that proposed option and base the ZEC payments on the SCC. As the
Commission explained, the most accurate way to set the “value of avoided carbon emissions” is
to tie ZEC payments to “the value of the avoided external damage” (CES at 150 [citing Policy
Integrity’s comments]). The SCC is designed to provide regulators with a reliable estimate of that
value. And using the SCC to set the payments was a reasonable way to compensate nuclear
generators for avoiding carbon emissions. Indeed, the Commission’s response to public comment
here shows that the public comment period served its purpose in allowing the Commission “to
refine, modify, and supplement the proposals in the light of evidence and arguments presented in
the course of the proceeding” (Alto Dairy v Veneman, 336 F3d 560, 569 [7th Cir 2003]). Given
the strong record of support for the use of the SCC, the Commission reasonably chose to rely on
the SCC for pricing ZECs.
III. The Commission’s Different Treatment of the ZEC and REC Programs Was Rational
Petitioners argue that the ZEC program is arbitrary and capricious because of the
differences between the prices and formula for renewable energy generators in the “REC program”
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and the prices and formula that the Commission used for ZECs (see Pet’rs’ Mem. at 27). But that
argument should be rejected because it both ignores the different regulatory contexts for the two
programs and relies on misleading calculations.
A. The Commission Rationally Chose Different Payment Structures for the ZEC and
REC Programs Because of the Different Market Contexts Presented by Renewable
and Nuclear Generators
Petitioners are wrong to suggest that the difference between the REC and ZEC programs
is arbitrary because, as the Commission explained (see CES at 60), the context and market
structures for the two generation types required different programs.
In the REC program, the Commission was seeking to meet New York’s goal of obtaining
50 percent of its electricity from renewable sources by the year 2030. (CES at 2; see also N.Y.
State Energy Research & Dev. Authority, The Energy To Lead: 2015 New York State Energy Plan
[2015] at 112.). Meeting that goal will provide several benefits, including reduced carbon
emissions, reduced nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, and particulate matter, and “improved air
quality and societal benefits from reduced health impacts and increased employee productivity”
(CES at 3). To meet the goal, the Commission set a target amount of RECs that utilities must
purchase each year (id. at 92). The Commission has a “policy of relying on markets where feasible,
as the best long-run approach to reducing costs and promoting innovation” (id. at 102). And
because there are many potential renewable energy suppliers, the prices for renewable energy
credits could be set by supply and demand through a state-administered competitive auction (see
id. at 10-15). The Commission nonetheless appropriately valued REC benefits by reference to the
SCC, as that is the best available estimate of the damages that renewable energy avoids (Order
Establishing the Benefit Cost Analysis Framework at 18, PSC Case 14-M-0101 [Jan. 21, 2016]).
But nuclear generation presented both a different goal and a different market structure. The
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purpose of the ZEC program was more limited: helping ensure that the State meets the separate
State Plan goal of reducing carbon emissions by 40 percent by the year 2030 (id. at 145). Because
of that narrower goal, the Commission reasonably selected a policy design based on the SCC,
because that metric allows the Commission to target reducing carbon emissions.
In addition, the Commission could not use the market-based policy design it had used for
renewable generation because the market structure for nuclear generation is different. For nuclear
generation, “there are too few owners of the affected generation facilities for there to be a valid
competitive process to determine the prices as the owners would have too much market power for
effective competition” (CES Appendix E at 4; see also White Paper at 32 [mentioning the “limited
number of qualified sellers of ZECs”]).
Market power arises when there is limited competition among suppliers and, as a result,
suppliers can increase prices above competitive levels (Mankiw at 154, 323). Market power is
especially prevalent when demand is “inelastic”—when buyers cannot cut back on their purchases
in response to higher prices (id. at 90). In the case of ZECs, there is no true competition in the
supply of ZECs because of the highly concentrated ownership of nuclear generators providing
electricity to New York customers (see CES at 60). In the absence of an administratively
determined price, the market structure would make it possible for nuclear generators to take
advantage of their market power and increase the price for ZECs above the value of the benefit of
carbon emissions they avoid, thus reducing social welfare (see CES at 130 n.89).
In order to avoid this possibility, the Commission reasonably chose to set the price
administratively. And to set the price administratively, the Commission had to decide what price
to use. The Commission chose to set a price that targeted the State Energy Plan goal that the policy
was designed to achieve: avoiding carbon emissions. As explained above, to achieve this goal, it
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was rational to base the payment on the value of the avoided external damage that would have
been caused by increases in carbon emissions from generators that would replace retiring nuclear
generation (CES at 131-134.) In sum, the differences between the REC and ZEC programs reflect
the fact that the programs were designed to achieve different goals in different markets.
B. Petitioners’ Description of the Different REC and ZEC Costs Is Misleading
Petitioners also argue that the Commission’s decision to base the ZEC price on the SCC
resulted in payments that were “significantly higher” than payments for RECs (Pet. ¶ 29; see also
Pet’rs’ Mem. at 38, 40), and that this difference undermined “the stated purpose of the Clean
Energy Standard to transition to a clean energy economy” (Pet’r’s’ Reply to Amicus at 8). But to
make this argument, Petitioners rely on an inflated and inaccurate estimate of the cost of the ZEC
program and then misleadingly engage in an apples-to-oranges comparison of those inflated costs
with the cost of the REC program.
Petitioners argue that the ZEC program will cost $7.6 billion as compared to the
Commission-calculated $2.44 billion cost of the REC program (Pet. ¶ 133; see also Pet. ¶ 60). But
Petitioners’ $7.6 billion estimate ignores several adjustments in the ZEC formula that will
significantly reduce ZEC prices over time, including a reduction to reflect forecasted energy-price
increases. (See Clean Energy Standard White Paper - Cost Study at 45 [April 8, 2016] [AR #0302112-B] [“Cost Study”]; CES at 137, 138, 141, Appendix E at 13.) In addition, the $2.44 billion
cost of the REC program over 2017-2030 was adjusted for inflation and discounted to reflect the
value of those dollars at the time of the study—steps that are required for any valid economic
analysis of costs that stretch over time (see Cost Study at 18, 25). But Petitioners failed to take
these steps in calculating the $7.6 billion number (see Comments on Behalf of Alliance for a Green
Economy, Council of Intelligent Energy & Conservation Policy, Nuclear Information and
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Resource Service, and Sierra Club-Atlantic Chapter 16 [July 22, 2016] [AR #0302-328]). Had
Petitioners taken the formula adjustments into account and adjusted the number to reflect the
passage of time, their $7.6 billion number would have been significantly reduced.
Moreover, even if Petitioners’ estimate was accurate, the comparison of the total costs of
the ZEC and REC programs is misleading because it ignores the difference in total generation for
those two categories. In fact, the per-megawatt hour price for ZECs is lower than the per megawatthour price for RECs. For the 2017-2019 period, the state will pay $17.48 per megawatt-hour for
ZECs (CES Appendix E at 13), while the average price the state paid for RECs in 2017 is $21.71
per megawatt-hour (N.Y. State Energy Research & Dev. Authority, 2017 Solicitation, Clean
Energy Standard [last visited March 28, 2018]). The total amount paid to nuclear generators over
the decades-long program is expected to be higher only because the significantly higher amount
of available nuclear generation. (Compare CES at 16 [showing average annual procurement of
1.87 million megawatt hours from renewables over 2017 to 2021] with CES at 145 [showing that
nuclear generators will be paid for up to 27.6 million megawatt hours of generation annually]).
Petitioners claim that total nuclear generation is lower than renewables. But to make that
claim, Petitioners only provide the “total annual generation” for renewables and nuclear in 2030
(Pet’rs’ Mem. at 38.) That claim is misleading because the fact that renewable generation will
outstrip nuclear generation in 2030 does not mean that renewable generation over the whole ZEC
program period (2017-2029) is more than nuclear generation. In fact, though the Clean Energy
Standard is designed so that renewable generation will be a greater and greater proportion of total
generation in the State each year, annual renewable generation will still be less than annual nuclear
generation until 2029 (see Cost Study at 280). In sum, Petitioners’ argument that the ZEC program
is unreasonably more costly than the REC program is inaccurate and should be rejected.
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CONCLUSION
This Court should deny the petition.
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